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1 Passwords for the databanks of ProQuest are available at the CDC by request.
the MEQ in the CDC collection and are 
accessible through the Web catalogue, 
in hard copy for loan or in electronic 
format for immediate use.
Also available on-line: All articles of 
Pédagogie Collégiale (going back to the 
pilot issue of 1987), all articles published 
in the Actes des colloques of the AQPC as 
well as several Performa research reports.
Products and services on the cutting 
edge of information sciences technology 
are now accessible by Internet: Web 
catalogue, assistance for documentary 
research, digitalization, and transmission 
of documents in electronic format (the 
loan and reservation of paper documents 
is also possible). 
Visit the Website and search the catalogue 
at: [http://www.cdc.qc.ca] or take advan-
tage of CDC’s expertise in documentary 
research by email at : infocdc@cdc.qc.ca.
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Indexing of the CDC collection is done according to “ÉDUthès”, the only thesaurus 
in the French-speaking education community in Québec. This tool makes it possible 
to organize the documents of the collection by subject and helps the user clarify his 
concepts when doing research. 
New technological tools allow for the indexing of more than 1,000 articles (850 
of them with complete texts) taken from education periodicals. For example, the 
databanks ERIC Plus TExT, CBCa Fulltext EDUCATION and ProQuest Education Journal 
are now on-line thanks to the Web 1.
parea (Programme d'aide à la recherche en enseignement et en apprentissage) research 
reports and popularisation articles of these these projects are placed directly by 
The Centre de documentation collégiale (CDC) is a unique library subsidized 
by the MEQ. It specializes in education and its mandate is to support all 
post-secondary French and English-speaking colleges and cégeps in the 
province of Québec. It has existed since the advent of cégeps and is located 
at Cégep André-Laurendeau. 
Its one-of-a-kind collection includes 27,000 documents (books, reviews, 
articles, research reports, electronic documents, Websites, etc.) collected 
and selected to answer the specific information needs of practitioners and 
researchers at collegial level. 
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